Mission
I am at my best when I am learning new things or teaching others things I have learned.
I will try to prevent times when I am procrastinating.
I will enjoy my work by finding employment opportunities where I can work with talented people passionate
about achieving great things.
I will find enjoyment in my personal life through fulfilling experiences with friends and family.
I will find opportunities to use my natural talents and gifts such as humor, curiosity, hope, enthusiasm, and mercy.
I will stop procrastinating and start spending my time on:
• a framework that guides people to discover what happiness means to them and systematically work
towards attaining their vision
• activities/investments that have the potential to provide the financial stability I seek to enable my
family to experience life to the fullest
I will strive to incorporate the following attributes into my life:
• Problem Solving
• Leadership
• Entrepreneurism
I will constantly renew myself by focusing on the four dimensions of my life:
• Eating healthy and exercising regularly
• Aligning my thoughts, words, and actions
• Continuously learning, applying, and teaching
• Creating and growing meaningful relationships

Vision
I can do anything I set my mind to and I want to create technology products that help people understand and
achieve happiness. My life's journey is to help people discover what is truly important to them, set goals that align
with their values, and take small steps to achieve their goals.
I will be a person who has enriched and helped fulfill the lives of many people. My greatest impact will be helping
people find their true happiness and empowering them to share the lessons they have learned to make the world
a better place. My most important future contribution to others will be helping the people I love most align their
passions, competencies, and opportunities to find true happiness in their lives.

